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FOREWORD

This repqrt examines the impact of faculty unionization on faculty
research contract revenuesstudent tuition and fees, and other finan-

cial considerations. It is one in a series of Center studies and/or reports abbot the
impact of faculty unionization on, postsecondary education, the first of 'which
Was published in 1972. This study uses inultiple regression models to analyze the
net impact of collective bargainipg oh a sarnpleof over 100 union and nonunion,
four -year institutions.

.The study is Irriportantifor its own sake, since it sheds light on an impor-
, tanr question in the debate over1whether faculty compensation is effectgd by .

unionization. The model developed here is all-eady being extended and further
developed. t

4
...... ;it .

The studc is so important because it is a joint project conducted by Or.
Leslie, a,former mem r of the Center staff and Dr:1-4 a profess& of economics.

-The Center is in the process.of developing Voperatir studies with our colleagues
in the disciplines in an effort to apply theirccincepts,methods an skills to prQb -,
lems in postsecondary education: We are pleased to welcome DriFlu as .a:Center'
Associate. The Center staff welcomes the opportunity to work cooperatively -

N with our discipline-based tolleagues.
2 ...42 )

"t

Kenneth P. Mortimer
Professor and Director
Center for the Study of.Higher Educatioh 4
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INTRODUCTION

The recency of collective ba'rgaining in-American higher eddcation nasjeft.
0 numerous major questions unanswered,. and /several areas Of inquiry largely

unexplored. The first bargaining agreement in higher education was not ivadhed
until 1963,

the
gargaining movement was. not a serious force in higher gcluc.a-

lion until the City University of New' York, Central Michigan University, and
Southeastern Massachusetts University were organized in the,1968, academie
year. From thirteen unionized faculties in 1968, the movement has grown to 326
bargaining units on 550 campuses, invplving.over 100,000 faculty by early 1972,
(Kelley 1977). Although,a number of limited studies have now ben com leted.
in such areas as the legal and financial aspects Of bargaining and the impact of
bargaining o'n institutional goyernance, the need exists. to expand -previolls
samples; consider n9w qrstions, and extend analyses into new'ew areas of inquiry.

-- The focus of thle'stu'd y rep implica-
tions of collective bargaining. ,Specifically, what are the direct effects of bar-
gaining upon faculty salaries and, fringe benefits and on institutional financial
ledgers overall? In regard .tothe former, this paper comparesfaculty compensa-,
tion in union and nonunion institutions overall and within several institutional
categories. e.g., public, 'private; two-year, four-year.'InCluded are considerations
ok the long-term effects of bargaining on compensation composed Of salaries
versus fringe benefits. In regard to the impact .on Viitutional financial ledgers,
this paper considers the relationships- of ,collectivnargaining to changes in the
amounts of institutional income from varying sources and to changes in the distri-
bution of insutional expenditures.

4 )
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BACKGROUND STUDIES

2

6 t
. ..., i _ -

...
Although the evidence-from,*iting research is occasionally inconsistent,

several major co clusions appe'ar, supportable as, one progresses from studies'of
tinclustrial unionis to more pertinentbargaining'by public employees, specifically ..

, college faculty members. In die former case, results of three separate analyses of
7. data from prior to the end of World"War II differ, only in degree in condluding

that industrial unionism resulted in higher industriaLwages (Ross 1948; Garbarino;,
1950; and Lewis 1963, p. 146). A fourth (Lester 1948) repotted no relationsi\ip,

:, but its analysis excluded ,Iwp years in which major wage gains were noted in
unionized industries, A second conclusion froin .data for industrial unions is that
initial gains appear not to be expanded by continuing unionism (Ross and .
Goldner 1950). '

(

R., s
.

. .

In 'the ,public or,,studies of public school teachers' salaries, when
examined cldttsfy, pear to support the conclusion of initially higher wages under
collective bargaining agreements. Among the more extensive and carefully con=

-. trolled studies was Thornton's (1971) investigation of eighty-three large city
school districts. Utilizing nonunion districts as a control and adjusting for salary
diffetences prior to the advent of bargaining, Thornton concluded that unionism
was associated with frr 1 to 4 percent higher salaries at the lower salary levels
and twenty-tVe percent at the maximum levels. Thornton's general pattern of ,

findings was supported by, Rhemus and Wilmer (.1968) and Baird and Landon
(1972)', while the findings, of Kasper (1970) ,and Brown 097,5) disagree. Upon
reviewing just one of these conflicting studies, however, it is seen that Kasper's
methotKyvas insensitive to salary variations Caused by bargaining in local distric
because his regression models utilized statewide teachers' sglary data. A fi
conclusion 'to be reached from studies of teachers' salaries is that particularapion

.

, affiliations, e.g.,.., National Edutation Association-American Federation ot
Teachers'(NEA-AFT) do not seem -to be related'to 'salary levels,(Thornton 1971).

To date, three major studies of faculty. compensation. in Rnionizedinstitu-
tions of higher education. Ilte...been completed, and the 'dynthesized conclusions
generally are -Consistent with the above. The earliest of these studies was by
Robert Birnbaum (1974) who thatched:eighty:eight union and eighty-eight non-
union institutions and reported an avt.mgatligher salary of $777 in the unionized
institutions, with the largest differenA lief1g nOted.in four-year public colleges.
Three years later, Birnbaum reported/ the,the union' advantage had declined
in 1975:76 and that much of the union salary adAntage had actually occurred
in anticipation of bargaining (Birnbaum 1977).

A somewhat more ambitious effort was undertaken by Brown .and.Stone
' p- (1976), who,added several dimensions.to their analysis, including data disaggre-

gations by rank and by union _affiliation and comparisons of promotion and
tenure rates. Unlike Birnbaum, Brown andStOnb did not consier two-year

2 A '
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colleges, and they compared their data to national and regional averages rather -

than to data for matched institutions. Brown and Stone concluded that there
were "no.significant impacts on salary, compensation and promotions associated

,-)with the adoO ion of collective bargaining. . . . " However; Brown pn Stone's
data generally, show larger (though statistically not 'significant) salary gains in ,.

".. .unionized institutions overall and, in fact, significantly larger gains among 'faculty
at the higher.ranks.1 Likewise, they,report promotions to higher faculty ranks att.
an average rate "slightly, tut not significantly" greater, in' the unionized colleges.
Brown and Stone also appear to showvehet.the.largest (though.smalt) gains were in

..
NEA followed by American Adociation of University -Professors (AAUP)

, affiliated institutions. -* ..
`

' - .. .

The study of David Morgan and Richard Kearney (1976) combined many ,combined
0 of the best elementsof the Birnbaum and. Brown and Stone investigations,end

added regression analyses.to control for the effects of -other variables. Morgan..
. and Kearney matched forty-six pairs of four-year institutions; they diviqd their .

'sample into)hree institutional categories although they did not considerialaries `..t.i.?
. by rank as had Brown and Stone..M6rgan ,and Kearney concluded' that "the

union/nonunionvariable is the most important single effect in the analysivof
compensation change," accounting for some $1,200 ih salaiy differentials overall.
Further, gains were largest for "less comprehensive" sand private institutions;
inde , unionized faculty in large publit institutions lost ground in cbmparisod

) to thei nonunionized counterparts, according to Morgan and Kearney. .--'

..
A

. The explanation for. the deviation of the Brown and Stone Conclusions
from those of Birqbaum and Morgan and Kearney would appear to lie primarily
in variations in the degree to which the analYies and research designs were con:
trolled. Birnbaum's and Morgan and Kearncys rnatching',- plus the latter's partial
regression analyses, more carefully controlled for possible confounding variables.
Second, Brown and Stone's comparisons to national and regional compensation
average!; and their use, of compensation ';ratios, as opposed to qollar-values.,
led to problems in reaching tonclusions and causes problemt-of4comparability

_with Other studies.2*In sum,. there appears to be reason to 'believe that (1)
uniohism resents
gains may stabilize or even diminish Slightly on a more long -term basis. There '5-:

...,.....
& somewhat higher salaries in, the short9terrn but that (2).Th

SlighSlightly

ese-'

also considegable evidence that (3) larger compensation -gains are"experi0 ed
the higher employee levels, anti there,-is modest evidenee that (4) promotion ay
be slightly- more .rapid in; unionized institutions. However, (5) he evide Os
mixed as to what categories of unionized institutions demOnst e the larger 0'

.-

compeniation' gains, land wlfich union affiliations are the most beneficial to
faculty2This study sokight. to further test several of these propositidns in the
environment otAmerican nigher education.

. . ' , . 14.
, 1

- I 4
,

-.. .....,

('1 .
A .In dealing witl total .populationt7 major attention, should be.clrawn to the pagnitude ot

differences,
21n

a subsequent paper, Brow& and Stone'eriticiie the`Morgan and Kearney study, on several
`"- grounds (Brown and-Stone 1977). The Or and most yalid eciticism is the focus of Analysis 4

. Min the:findings of this paper.
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III

A

MODEL SPECIFICATION AND DATA SOURCES

L

Collective bargaining is an economically rational behavior endlged in by
two competing interest;: employers and labOr unions. §Dttlement between the
two parties is reached at an7equilibrium point at which both emplbyer and,
employee perceive that, they will be better off if they can agree titan if they do
not.. In the cases of college faculty 'bargaining, the .union's major goals are
imprcded' fihancial-ncompensatiOn, job security,. and reduced work, ads. lnstitu-

;tiorYs 'of higher educbtion, however, seek to conserve their scarce resources in
orde'r to maximize productivity, particularly in regard to institutional quality.

Representing as they do, competing. interests, bargaining agreements
between faculty unions and edUCational institutions 'result in several important
impacts. The impacts on faculty Include changes in 'faculty salaries, fringe Dena-.
fits, promotion -and- tenure opportunities; teachirig loads,' and research sup -%

port. The impacts on institutions include chanOss in the allocation of resources,
prices charged to students and other clients and thus on demand for it
services, hiring patterns, and the ability to generate revenues from public as well
as private sources.

/
The analytical model in this study was.based largely on the model Speci-

fied by Morgan and Kearney (1976) -but with some Modificationincluding con-
sideration of the relative effectiveness of various bargairiirig agents NEA
versus AAUP,. Unionisnii/nonunionism Was considered as .a -binary dummy vari-
able, and several other variables were usedlargelY as controls. Institutional sector
(publiciprivate), was considered as a dursieny'- varjable. Faculty professionalism
(four-year colleges only) was represented byte percentage of facu'Ity holding
the doctorate Or equivalent (Furniss 1973),.the rev ring being that', independent
.of bargaining, institutions employing more highly educated faculty members

be expected 'to- pay higher salaries. The degree of state unionism Was
repre entedby the percentage of noriagricultural 'membership composed Of union
members; here the reasoning was that state postures vis -a -vis unionism, in general,
might.,well spill over to higher college-'faculty salaries. State per bapite income
was included also ifor reasons of possible ;spillover to faculty salaries, while the
dependent variablefaculty 'compensationwas adjusted-to Jeflect- variations in
the cost of living.3 .. -Ak

If I

For, the four-year institutions, interval level scores of institutional quality
were taken from Ttte, Gourman Rep. (Gourman 1967). This institutional
quality variableis deserving of special comment. In their1977 -paper, Brown and-

,

Stone raise serious question as to whether changes in institutional quality might'

3-One of Brown and Stone's points in their view (107) was that regional variations might
account for obsetved compensation differences. Therefore, institutionakalaries were adjusted
for the Cost of living .in the Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area (SF1SA) ih which the
iristitutiorls were located, or, in thArcase gtnonmetropolifan institutipns, for the regional cost- -

. . . '
5
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no account for the observed changes in compensation, *Id they .suggest that
ichanges in the number of institutional accrOitations might be a Superior measure
of quality. Based upon responseo inquiries to researchers who-have conducted
institational quality studies,, it is concluded, that institutional equality tends to
change very little in relative terms over time. Further, based upon the authors'
own knowledge and research on accreditation, it is believJ that the Gourman
ratings are a superior measure of quality. First, the granting of accreditation is -

bated almost universally merely -upon the meeting of minimum standards; second',
the proliferation of accreditation By scores -of professional organizations and the
coilicomitarlt high costs of the accrediting process have caused many'ittstitutions-'-
.particularly '.'secure" institutions of high prestige,fo abstain from '.:nonessential"
accrediting activities. ,(Only general [regional]. accrediting by the more prestigious
prdfessional, associations [e.g., the American Medical 'Association, the American.

° Bar Association, the American Cheniidal Society] °lien are considered
tie)," especially by high prestige institutions.) In sum, although it is ackhowledged
thafthe Gdurman ratings ar ewhat dated,no better alternative is available. ,,"

'

The dependent measures were in two categOries: faculty compensation
and institutional financial 'data, which were obtained from AAUP and Higher
Education. General Information Survey (HEqS) Files. In the former category,

'.. Morgan .and Kearney used 1,969-1970 as their baseyear and made comparisons V
with 19Z4-1975 compensation data; thii study used the most recent (1975-1976)

, .
average compensatidn data ,and:compared the change in compensation during the
Cast two,year period. Furthermoi.eis faculty compensation by rank was analyted

, separately. Also, the -ratios of fringe benefits 'to total compensation:were tom.
. pared over time in-an attempt-to ascertain Whether tradeoffs. between sialarjes

and fringes tended to`be made as [At-gaining on campus "matured." In the cate-
gory, of institutional financial data, lioth -income and expenditure data were
c_Imsiderbd in an attempt to examirie possible:relationships of ,bargaining
changes in the overall financial status of thg institutions.

-

The sampling, me,thods" of Birnbaum (1974) were followed to' obtain
matches for 150 pairs of four- and two -year institLitions.4 The matekies of most

of the senior institutions were borrowed from Morgan 'and'Ikearney (1976) and
the match-es of ,two -year colleges were made by the authdr.s.5 The 'criteria for

.

matching were six: The first was the AAUP categorya graduated classification'
system reflecting,rbreadth,tf degree offel-142.0. Thelecond was the AAUP com-4

:pensation scalea one-to-jive sole. Akpresehting 'the inititution's compensatiOn
levels in ggriparison to average institutional compensations. The third criterion
was'control,Ipublic or priVate. The fourth was beegraphical proximity Or cultural
sirrrilaritK. Hire, matches generall9 Were, within the same stated; but where this

4 was-not spossilale, inmost 'cases "control" instituiionsQre selected, from states'
.

ci,
, ,, 4

.,

. 4 4 I :Tne actua numbersof institutions in the analyses varied with the availability of pita.° In the
. .'case of the two-year colleges. in particular. data were lacking. . ,

, '
. .

s s

, 5We. are indebted tfioa V. 46artorana for,his review and_help.ful,sudgeOons in-matching the
. s

two-yea colleges., ,.. , . 4* . ..,

- .

1 6 .
.

. , 6.
- ,
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classified as culturally sirnilarby Luttbeg (.1971).0 The fifth and corollszy cri-
terion was lev91 of urbanizationwithin and between states, the attempt was
to match large city, suburban, mid-sized city,`and -rural institutions. The sixth
critericrri was institutional size;the nuenber of students enrolled. Finally, as
suggested by Morgan and Kearney, the Nebraska, New Jersey, Connecticut, and
Vermont State Colleges, which bartain as a unit, were matched with a single,
apprOpriate institution. ely the special case of community ,colleges, additional
attention was-given tosimilarities in institutional funding patternswhether the
funding base was local, local-state, or state.

A number of.unionized institutions were ,not included in the study either
-because nosuitable matches could be found or beCause the necessary data were
not available.. The City University of New York was not included because of'its
unique nature, and several Michigan community colleges were elimiatod because
of an insufficient number of nautliortized two:year institutions -in industflal
states.

The procedure resulted in fourteen pairs Of Category I institutions, which
awarded in the most recent three years an annual average of fifteen or ore
doctorates across at least three disciplines;? thirty-four pates of Category I IA

Nyhich award degrees 'above the baccalaureate but which are not
Category I instituctions; eigfrtpairs of Category I IB institutions, whichawaiii only
the baccalaureate or ftrivalent; anti ninety-three pairs of those Category 111.and
IV institutions that atwo -year colleges.8 Thirty -eight pairs of four-year institu-
tions were public and eighteen ,were private, while all of the community colleges

df
, were public. ,

, r
1 8The,,authorsso knowledge Of community s pfleges and the .educational

.
environmi4ft in the

stafe of Washington suggested that matches should be made from institutions in Oregon,
Aontana, Idaho, Colorado, and 'Arizona rather than from other states classified, like Washing-

. tIm as-Industrial states." ,f5 - .......- , 4
' Z.:7* `7.1,,

2SeeTablc 3 forth .
e exceptign in the case of REGIS data.. ,-

8Missing data caused adjusiments inthe-twolyear sample "(discussed later). Also, HEGIS classifi-
.cations

. -
vary somewhat; see footnote, TAO 3.(-- r

9
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FINDINGS
t

It has become, the conventional approach in assessing thQ impact of collec-
tive bargaining Orl'faculty compensation to compare, for a given time period, com-
pensation changes in presently unionized institutions to compensation changes in

v." presently nonunioried institutions. This approach, which. is the focus of Analysis
I, has both shortcomings and strengths. Because the "presently unionized institu-
tions" may have been unionized for all or only part of the time period under
study, the".approach actually measures compensation changes in ilhibnized, as
well as "to -be- unionized" institutions. Thus, one carinot be sure how ?nuch of the
olt4rved compensation changes occurred before or after unionization *d;
strictly speaking, one cannot ascribp any compensatipn differences directly to
unionization per se.9 On the .other hand, this .approach hasIthe stFength of in-
cluding the effects on compensation of "unionization avoidance behaviors" on
the parts of governance board members and institutional administration, who
undoubtedly often provide atypically high raises as bargaining elections-approach.
This behavior is clearly at least an indirect effect of bargaining and should prob-
ablf be considered in investigations such as this. The solutioli to this dilemma,
as abplied herein, was to add a second approach (Analysis II), in whiCh.pre-bar-
gaining effects r post-bargaining compensation changes were excluded, and thus
only-the direct effects of bargaining were assessed.

Analysis I P

0

- As a preliminary step, simple comparisons of average compensation data
were compiled. Morgan and Kearrrey's base year 6069-1970) data showed that
faculty compensation in the Coritrol (nonunion) four-year institutions was $201
higher than in the four-year institutions that would later become unionized (see
Table 1)'. Further, Morgan andKearney reported larger subsequent compensation
gains in the unionized schools, resulting in a $625'compensation advantage over

--c"the nonunion schools, for net gain of $826 in their final yew' of analysis, 74- ,
1975. This compares claselyto a difference of $621 from REGIS data, ich

were utilized herein in extending the Morgan-Kearney analyses. Perhaps the ost
significant finding of this paper, however, is that the/1975-1976 HEGIS data show
that the union advantage had shrunk to only 48, 'for a net gain since 1970-1971
of $24g; 1 - .

\ , ';' * . _,
When CliMpensation

1,

dpt%Fare cFtSidered by faculty rank, the HEGIS data
for 1674-1975 and 1975-1976 show that the 'major benefits; of unionism .a re

dexperienced at the higher faculty ranks and that' the margin of these bendf its -..'
was reduced for all ranks over the, one-year time span (see, Table 2). In 1974- 1

.- 1975, the average union/nonunion salary differentitl for progssors was $1,303, -

compared,to $1,039 for associate professors, and $168 for the.."assistant Pro-
'lessors and others" category, In 1975-192k the'iVerage advantage of unionism

9Brown and Stone (1977) make a good deal of thispoint although they do acknowledge the
possible,"strength" of the conventional approach,'

9
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TABLE 1
.f3

AVERAGE COMPENSATION FOR UNION AND NONLINION FOUR -YEAR INSTITUTIONS'
1969.70, 1974-75, and 1975-7e

'.. . '
m

, t

Average Compensation .-
v rr`

. ,

Status, 1975-76 N 1969101' 1974-751 Difference N . '.
._, .

'Uniotl,

. .

.46 $12,941 .$18,503r- $5,562 56

Nonunion 46 13,142 17,878 4,736 56
. 41 a

s
Difference -$_ 201, .. $ 625 $ 826

..
'

'Difference./
1969-70 to

1974:752 1975-762 , 1975-762
',,i

$2:1,4482 $22,7572

20,8272 "22,7092

$ 621 48 $:..249

I

t.
SOURCE: AAUP (Morgan-Kearney study).

_ : .
2 SOURCE HEGIS. The HEGIS adjustmentsto a common base (e.g., 9 mos, to 12 mos.) vary from those of the AAUP:therefor , the absolute Com-

. pensation values are not comparable.

O
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TABLE 2

AVERAGE COMPENSATION FOR UNION AND NONUNION FOUR-YEAR INSTITUTIONS
1974-75 AND 1975,76, B)( FACULTY RANKS

Average Compensation N.

197475 1975 -76

Faculty Ranks N1 tin ion Nonunion Difference
.

N1 Union Nonunion Difference

Professor . 114 428,940' ,$27,637 $1,303(

Associate
Professor 114 22;655 21,616 1,039 ,

e

Assistant Professor
e

and Otters 114 17,634: 17,466 168

112 $30,416 $29,784 $632

. \.

112 '23,793 - 23,258 635
a A

112 18,549 - (18;680- -111

tiNumber of "nstibitions.

16.
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over ponunionism .was reduced to $632 for professors and $535 for associate
prOfessorsf,,tor "assistant prnfeisors anti others," the earlier $168 "advantage" -

.

has becoine a $111 compensation disadvantage-. '
. /', . r is.' .

.. Another' useful data disaggregation is by institutional category. Morgan --,
and Kearney found' that compensation increases had been greatest in the less
comprehensive unionizeckinstitutions between 1970-1971 and 1974-1975 (see
Table 3). Although larger union than nonunion gains had been noted in both
AAUP, institutional-groupings, the net gain was almost $1,000 in,smaller schools
(Category II)compared to -$328 in larger sch6ols.(Category 1). The HEG1$data,, 14
however, clorrOi support this Morgan-Kearney finding. The apparent reason is that
the comparable HEG IS Category I includes all doctoral-granting universities rather .

than ,only the largest. Asa result, the HEG IS data show that the more Oomprehen-, 4.> ,

:. --
live unionized institutions exhibited the larger compensation advantages in 1974-
1975 ($1,067. versus $527), and that this advantage was extended in 1975-1976 ,,,

($1,235 versus -$31). Apparently, the second-level unionized institutionsthose 1 .

warding only a fep doctoratesaccounted for a major portion of the union /non
. ?

union compensation difference. .

By institutional control, Morgan and Kearney reported that _unionized
private institutions showed a net gain of $1,320 over their nonunionized private
School counterparts, compared to a $547 net gain fortrnionized institutions in the
pulilio sector '(see Table 4). The 1975-1976 data reveal &narrowing of thiS differ-
errbe, with the net private school gain since 1969-1970 declining to $648and the
net public school gain narrowing to $116. In other words, theMorgan-Kearney
reported public versus private net gain differende of $773 between 1970-1971 and
-1974 -1975 was reaucecrto $532 in 1975-1478.

Other data disaggregations conducted beyond those ,of MOrgan and -
Kearney were by institutional level and union agent or affilia tion. Although the 4t!

AAUP data sources are severely lacking in the case of two-year. colleges, the t ,
.1-1E915 files provide- adequate information fOr.some basic unioni.nonunion
pensation comparisons by institutional level (see Table 5).10 Based upon sample
of 133 and 145 two -years colleges in 1974-1975 and-197-5-1976, Yespectiveiy, it
appears that.the pattern observed for four-Year institutions is followed closely in
the case of,two-year colleges. 'first-the 19)4-1975 lour-year, unioninonunigr
compensation gat, of $625 compares closely with a $681 gap for two-year'
Colleges. Further, just as this gap for four-year, institutions was almost closed, in
1975-1976, the same occurred in two-year colleges; 1975-106, °Me% a $1,gross.
salary gap Apar-ated the two-year. union ffom the nonunion schools, compared tb
a $48 gap for 'the four-year schools. Whatever was affecting the balance between
union and nonunion salaries appeared to be operating at both iristitutional els.'

. .
.. 10Although the original sample of 186-two-year colleges consisted, of ninety-Three sets of

*,
nibtched pairi, considerable missing data resulted in an unknown lo; ss of contrOt. It can only .

be said that the ,two-year college 'finding's pertain to those c011Oes from ,the ninety -three
matched pairs, for which data were available; r.e.,.the "effective" iarpple 'was really sample
at hand. ,c

- ,
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TABLE

J

AVERAGE COMPENSATION FOR UNION AND NONUNIONYOUR-.YEAR INSTITUTIONS ,

1969-701

1969-70, 1974-75, AND 1975-76, BY INSTITUTIONAL CATEGORY

, '

1974-751

a) a) CD

0. C.) "U C.)

Non- 4-,

i
C C C

1 i L. L. L.
CD CL) CL)

- Non- '4)
a) a)

. N Union .. union a Union union -0 z 0
3 22 $14,853 $14,92'1 -$ .71 $20,773 620,516 ° $257 028

:, 0

11(A,8)3 70 12,340 12,582 t4 242 17,789 17,049. .." 740 982
ge

- ;

'0

a 974-752 1975-76

,Non-
N Union union

36 623,931 6224364 $1,067 $25,938
.

,

7 21,015 20A88 527 22,210

,Union

'44

c
E o'z

Non -

union

a)
oc
a)...
a) ,

- :4-

$24,703
Wiz.

22,241

$1,235

-31

1SOUIICE°1:44AUPikearney-Morgan Study).
.s'

2SOU BCE HEGIS. The HEGIg adjqstments to a common base (e.g., 9 mos.
tion values are not comparable. .1 < . ,

'3FOr the left half of the table; Category I includes institutions conferring an
.,

minimum of three n6nrelated disciplin . For the,rig'ht t alf of the table, Categ
. .,

44- .:

ri'
, , -1t-44

1,

to ...12 mos.) vary from those of AAUP, therefore, the absolute compensa-
,

.

average of fifteen oK More doctorates in the most recent three ygars in a
ory,1 includes all dobtoral-degree..griRting institutions.

18
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TABLE 4

r.

AN,OAGE COMPENSATION FOR UNION AND NONUNION FOUR-YEAR INSTITUTIONS
1969-70,1974-75, AND 1975-76, BY CONTROL (PUBLIC OR PRIVATE)

Average Compensation

1969-701 1974-751
0

c
o

' E o
Z

c) c) c)

r
. c c c

NOn- a 'Non- 4..a) a)

Union union =0 .8 ft a14
Control N Union union '0

,

1974752 1975-762 c
o
CO

Z

,, o
0 , to

O co ... (C;
w , t 0 ' ig2

.
Non-, ,a) , Non-

N Union unipn 7- 'Union union al g o4
,

s
Public, 54 $13,363 $13,476 -$113 $18,768 1$18,334 $ 434 $ 547

Private 38 12,467 12,546 -- 79 ( 18,266 . "17;025 1,241 . 1,320

-i--

Difference $ 737

76 $23.360 $21,869 $491 $23,859 $23,8g6$ 3 $116

36. 20,931 20,080 851 22,135 21,566 *569 648
a it

4:"4

4632

e

.. ,,

1SOURCE: AAUP (Kearney-Morgan Study)
.. ,

.
a , .

.

.
2SOURPE. HEGIS. The HEGIt adjustments to a common base (e.g., 9 mos:to 12,mos.). vary from those of AAUP; therefore, the compensation values are not""com-

`1 parable., t . 201.1.
. .. .

..: ,

4

,
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TABLE 5

ty,

AVERAGE COMPENSATION OR UNION AND NONUNION
TWO -YEAR STITUTIONS

1974-75 AND 1975-76

Average CcimrIgnsation 4

Status N .1974-75 N

.

Unigh 64 $18,747 - 74
- .,

Nonunion 69 18,066
. . ,

71
/

-% s

-1975-76

$19',894

19,893

0'

Difference. $ p31

4

4

.1

t

t %

f

4

t
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One of the most difficult. faculty decisions related to bargaining is the

Selection of a bargaining- agent. In making this decision,,among other things,
facultt must judge whiCh agent is likely tb yield the largest- salary-gains. Table 6

4
contains comparative data for the several bargaining ants disaggregated by r
institutional level. Disregarding the agents that represent onry one institution, it

,appears that the joint NEA:AFTikffiliates (not NEAP or AFT,agents) are associated
with the more favorable faculty compensation data. In$leed, in.the most re&nt
year. 1975-1976, the only other agent to,-"Ortorm".° better than "no agent"
(nonunion) was the AFT, and piswas true only in the case of two-year colleges.
Further, only the N EA-AFT affiliates were associated with improved salaries,
vis-a-vis "no agent," for the two-year time'period (two-year colleges

In spite of these'rather clear ,cOmplensation advantages for the NEA-AFT
affiliates, conclusions should be drawn with caution because, of course, agents are
not assigned "randomly." It may be that the NEA-AFTffiliated institutions are
simply those where higher salaries are paid traditionally, such as the cases in the
state of- New York. Put another way, if compensation data,fOr, the NEA-AFT
affiliated institutions were compared to that fbr their matched pairs instead`of to
the data for all institutions, the results might be quite different.

Regression Results r

- -

.

In the previous sectionz,..tlie- differences in_the average v:enpensation of
union and nonunion faculcty,were pr.esenfectior 1974-1975 and 1 75-1976. These
are, however, only gross differences. That is, these differences could be due At'
only to unionization or its absence, .but also to the nature of the institution
,(public' versus private, quality of educalion, eta.): Thus, to estimate the net
impact on, unionization, mu Itipleregression analytis was used to control for other,
factors which might also affect/the-differences in ,these dependent variables.
Since the quality of data for two-year collegas duestionable, only four-year
institutions were analyzed in the regressionsmodet.

Table%7 presents the (erssicin results of,cornparisons of 10Q Union and
nonunion four-year institutions based on the 197,0975:and 1975A.1976 average
faculty compensations (Regression . All otte.explanatory variables are statisti:'.
cally significant at the 5 percent lev tWo-tailed test) in the 1974-1975 equation.
The average faculty members in unionized institutions during 1974-1975 earned
about $1,291 more than ncinunionized faculty:after other institutional charac-
teristics are, controlled. HoWeyer, during 19705;1976, the.diffeYences in faculty
compensation between union and nonunion institutions decreased to about $800.
Furthermore, (as indicated by the "beta" coefficients), the relative weights ofthe
union variable are much reduced in explaining the variation of 'faculty comi5ensa-
tion differences. Baset14,n Morgan and Kearney's,results, there were no differ-
ences in faculty compensation between union and nonun n institutions in.1969::
1970, but by 1974-1975 union faisultV armed t 1,240 re. The results .foti,
1974-1975 from REGIS data tare corn arable to the Morgan-Kearney *esthetes. 0
The results for ,1975-1976 from ,HEGI pa would appear to suggestfurther that
the magnitude of these differences may not be sustained in the long run; however,
as will be Teen it Analysis-I I, these data re misleading. e."`

1
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TABLE 6

. .; `.
AVERAGE COMPENSATION IN TWO- AND FOUR-YEAR 1411TUTIONS,

1974-75 AND 1975-76, BY BARGAINING.AGENT

Level and Agent

Average Compensation

(Nif, 1974-75
Deviation from

Nodunion Average (N) 1975-76

Four- -Year
No 'Union 56 $20,827 ;

4
.56 $22,709

AAUP 20 21,149 $ 322. 19 . 22,619
NEA 10 19;67 c - 1,256 10 20,685-
AAUP-NEA 1 . 22,390: . 1,563 1 26,774
AFT 7,, 20736- 7 21,056
NEA-AFT 261,283, 2,456 17 24,699
Independent 1 19,048 - 1,779 \. 1 20,978

Two- Year <,

No Union 69 $18,066 '71, $19,893
N . 27 17,891 -$ 175 32 18,610 -

AFT 14 19,133 1,067 .19 20,431
NEA-AFT 9 21,801 3,735 9 24,014 -
Independent 14: 18,047 - 19/ 14 19054

(

Change frdm
beviation,frorC , Nonunion Average,

NP;nunion Average 1974-75 to 1875-76.

-$ 90
- 2,024

\' 4,065
- 1,653

1,990
- 1,731

-$1,283
538

,4,121
- °439

-$ 412"
'768

2,502'
1,562r

- 46:6

48

-$1,108
- .<529

386
- 420

SOURCE: HEGIS
V.

/
C

e
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TABLE 7

REGRESSION RESULTS F.OR AVERAGFACUItTY COMPENSATION,
UN ION/NONUN ION,'1974-75 AND 1975-76

4.

(egression I Regression II"
1975-76Variable 197475 1975-76 3974-75 .

Union/Nonunion ' 1,261 , 792
(3.32) (2.10)

..4

Public/Private 2,240 2,547 2,105
1.

-. (5.10) (6.10) (4.62) tr "'

Per Capita Income 3.8 ) 3.5 3.8
---- (7.6) (7.071 (7.59)'

Quality Rating . -.12 - :15 '' -.13
" (2.1) (2.67:.'. (2.25) :,

.--
4.

Percent Ph.D. 68 `- 63 . 71
.._ . , (5.0) (4.8) (5A)

Percent Union -62 ' 116 64
-Members (1.98) ' (3,73) ,(1.99)

..1 li ! :

AAUP . 968
(1.90)

-,/ .....), ., . # -t

e iSIEA-AFT '1,539
(134)

o v.

.4.
Constant :2,760

e J/ R2.' .0

F-ratio :. - 29.5..

\
., . . Sample Size 109

. .

2,494
(5.57)

3.5 --
(7.02)

-:15
(2.68)

- . 65
(4.8)

116
(3.73)

665
41-.34)

. t
891

(198) -

-953 -2,764 -954
o

e

66 .64 , . .66

'33.2 25:5 ;428.2's) s 1

,,109 ,, 109 109

- Note.' The values in the parentheses are the t--value. The coefficients are statistically significant
at the,05 level (two-tailed test) when the-t value is at 1.96 or. higher with sample size.

4 . . 109.

<

24.
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Table, 7 (Regression II) also provides a breakdown by bargaining ??gent. 4.

The AAUP (including one AAAJP-NEA agent) and NEA-AFT wereclassified as
. tWo, separate groups. In the 1974-1975, faculty compensation equation, institu- . .

tions witl\AAUP agents paid $968 more than ncmlniorfinstitutions; institutions
with NEA-AFT bgents paid $1,539 more than the nonunion institution1/4These

,
1 variables are all statistically significaut.:For-the.1975-1976 ,equation, howev'er, ..

the AAUP compensation advantage was redirl.ed to $665 as-cOn.43ared,to $891 for .

NEA-AFT'institutions. The difference is not,statistically significant for thi AAUP ,
variable, but the N EA-AFT variable remains significants : - )

To eicimine the differential financial impact of unionization, by faculty:.
rank, separate analyses were perfbrmed based on 1972-1973.and 1975-1976 data.
The regress ions results are presented in Table 8. It is apparent that the higher the-
rank of faculWaMong the unionized .institutions,the higher the financial gain as
compared tctgains for their counterparts in nonunion iristitutions. Fur` instance, in

'1972-1973, in comparison- to thejr nonunion counterparts, the net gains were
$2,085 for unionized (full, "profesSors and $1,120 for unionized associate Pro- <3

fessors. There is'no significant difference-for assistant professors -apd .lecturers
in union/nonunion institutions. For .the 1975-1976 data, thp relative gains are
lower but the pattern is similar: $1,781 for full professors and $863 for.associate
professors in unionized institutions,, astorripared to their counterparts `i non-
unionized institutions. No significant differences are found among lower nks of
faculty. .

.

It is often argued that unions ot only bargain for salaries, but also for
fringe benefits. Alternatively, there may be some tradeoffs between the demand
for salaries and fringe benefits. The ratios' of fringe benefits to Total compensa-, .
tion were used as dependent variables for three ranks of faculty,- based on 1972-

. 1973 and 1975-1976 data. During the 1972-1973 period, unionized full pro-.
fesiors gained two percentage points over -nonunionized° full professors. Signifi-
cant.'differences^did not emerge/between other ranks of union/nonunicin faculty
in 1973-1974 Or between any faculty rankings in 1975-1976. Thus, collectiVe
bargainiiiii-'does not appear to have led to changes in the-fringetenefits to total
compensation ratios for faculty in higher education.

Analysis II

As noted earlier, results of conventional analyses, such as Analysis I,
include an unknown.quantity of preunionization, "union avoidance" compensa-
tion effects. Strictly speaking, it is not known how much ofthemnion compensa-
tion gains observed in Analysis I results directly from more favorable union con-

, tracti, as opposed to indirect gains resulting from management attempts to "beat
.the union:it-The purpose of Analysis II, therefore, is to attempt to isolate the
direct effects of bgrgaining so that methodological "noise" can be eliminated.
This is attempted by measu'ring union/nonimiOn comPensation. differences only
after a contract is reached. Table 9 presents the key findings in this regard)!

11The 1975-1976 (HEGIS) data were not included-in Analysig II hlbrdfir to maintain strict
data comparability in the regression analyses. (Morgan-Kearney data were from.theAAU1.2.)

19
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'TABLE FP'
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-

se

REGRESSION RESULTS FOR AVERAGE FACULTY COMPENSATION,
4/ BY RANK, UNION/NONUNION, 1972-73 AND 1975-76 ."

,

a

.,
se .., 1972-73 1975-76

. . - , '.
.. . . ,

Variable= , Full Associate Other Till, Associate. Other.

,1 Union/NonuniOn --1;121 194' 1;781 864', 80
(4:19) . (3.02) (.22), (2.39) (.35)

.

Public./PrivNte 2,492 1,380 781 3,675 .2,268 '1,389
(4.59) , (3.40) (2,77) . (5.96Y' (5.76) '(5.05)

' ,Per Capita Income 5 4 2 6
(7.74 (714)' (6.03) (7.56)

Qualify Rating -20 8 3 i9 7 -2
14.55) T2.39) 0.43) (3.79) (2.10) (.76)

4 -'

Percent Ph.D. 36 10 - -6 57 - 21 14
(1.96) (.69) (.59) (2.69) (1.56-) (1.54)

4 2

(7.54) (5.84) of

-3
Percent Union .66 34 20 79 461 63

Member (1:68) (1.1) (.97) (1.75) (2.14) (t3.14). ,

-11005 -1,651 4,397 -10,554 209 7,7,YConstant

R?

50- .

F-ratio
.

,Sample Size

.72. .60, 45 ..7i .66' .56

' \
_ 29.91 17.0 .9.49, 3by14 23.27 14.99

e _._

78 78 78 78 78 78J

AP"

'9.
13'

. 1

Note: Theiralues in -the parentheses are the tvalue.;The coefficients-are statistically 'significant
at the .05 level (two-tailed test) when the t value is at 1.96 or higher With sample size 78.'
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ti TABLE 9

REGRESSION RESULTS FOR ADJUSTED1 FACULTY COlyIPENSATION
AVERAGE AND BY RANK, CONTROLLED FOR .

YEAR OF FIRST CONTRACT; ,I.
UNIO ONUNION, 1974-75

t.

.,

1972

Public/Piiyate

. ,

Per Capita Income 355. 420 301 251
(6.42) (6.04) (6.85) (7.82) O

Quality Rating 5.3 6/ 1.8 .5
i

(3 :28) (3.07) (1.$3) (.64) ...

Percent Ph.D. A .'' 44 61-; 19 , 9

0 .

_Year of First Qontract 3,157 3,655 ° 2,081
.1969 or 1.970 (2.92) (2.69) (2.43)

N.

Variable

1973

Associate t,AssistantProfessors
Average Professors Professors. and<Others

4 .2 3 4

1,940 ,2,377 847- -395
(2.84) (2.76) (1.56) (1.00)

1,692 2,060 1,223 461
(2.60) (2,51) (2.37) (1122)

962 ...-619 647 59
(1.02) (.52) (.86) (.11)

3,160 3,491 2,387 1,569
(6.61) (5.93) (6.44) (5.79)

910
(1.45)

.

(2.96) (3.26) (1.60) ' (1.08). 4

Percent Union Member 29 43 -4 7
v.(..84) (.99) (.15)- (.33)

2,050 610 5,694 '4,661Constant
.. .

R2 ,
.65 .62 .59 .58

24.2 21.2 18.7- ' 17.7

.
, ..: .

SaM
.

ple Size 111 110 , 110' 110

1 Adjusted for variations in local or regiOnal variations in the cost of living. See Methods
section. so

' 2 CompensatiOrfeffedts will be observed in the year follo.wing the year of the contract. .
Note: The values in the parerftheses are the t-value. The:coefficients lire statistically significint

at the .05 level (two-tailed test) when the t-,value is at 1.96 or higher Witti sample size
, 109. . . . ,,

21 .. <

; 0, 27 ,
.

, . ,

'
F-ratio

01.

O
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Although some of the findings from Analysis II are surprising, most are
consistent with those of Analysis I. Focusing on "ayerage compensation (Column
1),' it can be seen that bargaining is associated with higher compensation for all
unionized institutions( regardless of the initial year of the contract, though for
institutions in their first contract year (row 4-1973) the difference is not signifi-
cant. For thoie institutions, that obtained their first union contract in 1969 or

--1970, the average adjusted (for variations in the cost of living) union/nonunion
compensation differences in 1974-1975 was $3,157 comparedlo $1,940 for those

e whose initial contract year was 19)71, $1,692 for those whose initial contract
year was 1972, and $962 for those whose initial contract year was 1973. The fact
that unionized faculty are compensated more than nonunion faculty is consistent
with the results of Analysis I, while the apparent yearly increases in these advan-
tages yields a new perspective: It appears that initial contract gains are increased;,
results from Analysis I indicates that this was not the cast.

To explore this perspective further, a similar (to Table 9) regression
analysis was performed using 1971-1972 compensation data as the dependent
variable, and as would be predicted from Analysis 14 the union compensation
advantage for those institutions that reached-a contract in 1969 or 1970 was
only $127 and was not significant. In other words, it does appear that tig initial
contract advantages over nonunion institutions were increased frorn..197111972 to
1974-1975. However, from Analysis I, it would appear that this pattern was re-
versed in 1975-1976; i.e., the nonunion institutions began to catch up. This is
precisely what Birnbaum found in his 1977 analysis (Birnbaum 1977).

Also consistent with Analysis I, regardless of the year of the initial con-
tract, it appears that union compensatikn advantages vary. directly with rank
(columns 2,. 3, and 4). For example, for \those institutions whose first contract
was reached in' 1969 or 19,70, professors sh6wed a $3,655 advantage ino1974-
1975 compared to $2,08.1 and $910 for associate professors and "assistant pro-
fessors and others,".respectively. Once again-those at the lowest ranks appear to
benefit" little- from bargairing,or not at all. In all cases, the compensation advan-
tage of "assistant professors and others" was not significantly higher statistically
in unionized institutions, and in one case (initial contract year 1971) the sign was
negativei.e., a compensation disadvantage,af $395 was noted.

A final noteworthy observation from 'Table 9 is again in response to
Brown' and Stone (1977), who puzzled over the negative sign for the Institutional
Quality variable as reported by Morgan and Kearney. (Analysis I pf this paper also
resulted in a negativ( sign for this variable). Apparently, the regression model for
AnalySis II, in ,adjusting for local and regional variations in the cost of livinpjand
in controlling for the initial year of bargaining, made the necessary corJ.66tiOn,
since the sign it now positive and the- t-value of 3.28 is consistent with the high
value obtained by Morgan and Kearney for an earlier year.

1.
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INSTITUTIONAL Fl CIAL DATA

Beyond' the financial irn lications for faculty, collective bargaining in
higher 'education may have an i pact on tuition end,fees for students, the institu-

ability to seek outside s pport, and tWinstitution's educational expendi-.

-tures. Five dependent variables were used for .the analysis: total government
appropriatiOns, total government contract revenue, educational and general
expenditures, grand total current expenditures, and average tuition and fees for
students. The most recent data available for the analysis were from 1973-1974
HEGIS' files. Regression results are presented in Table 10. The union Variable
shows esigriificant difference (atthe 10 percent level) in government appropria-
tions (+$4.3 million), but differences on the other three financial dependent
variables were not significant. In fact; the dOminant factors that explain the varia-
tions _ in total government appropriations and total institutional educational
expenditures are the qirality of the institutions (Gourmarn-atings) and thepublic
school versus the private school classification. In terms of total government con-

. tract ,revenues, only tge quality o the institution importantly jnfluences The
institution's abilitcril) seek contrac revenue. The results imply that unionization
may not change the incentives Of faculty to:seek contract research money from
the government.

1 On the other hand, the union variable has a significant impact on student
tuitions and fees. Holding the quality of the school and the publictverius private
factors constant, the students in union institutions paid about $250 more than
those in nonunion institutions in 1973-1974. The results suggest that instituters
of higher education raised tuition and fees in accordance with the higher faculty
compensation. <

e
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TABLE 10

REGRESSION RESULTS FOR INSTITUTIONAL FINANCIAL STATUS
'UNION/NONUNION, 1973-74

'Inde-
pendent Variable
Union/Nonunion

Dependent
ariable

Public/Private

Per Capita I npome

atality Rating

Per,ceht Ph.D. ..
Percent Union Member

Constant

R2

F-Ratio

Sample Size

Note: The values in the Parentheses are the t-v
.1.96 or higher with sample size 94.

Total Total GoVemment
'Govemnlent. Contract
Appropriation Revenue
,4,32.4,676 135,139 .. (00) (.11)

17,577,795
(6.40)

100
(.06)

Educational
and General
Expenditvres
6,215,211.

(1.22)

Grand Total
-Current

Expenditures
4,091;165

(.69)

1,220,334
I (.91)

°

54

18,073,865
(3.27)

-1,178
4. (.19) ,

22,581,589
(2.82)

-5,912
(.65)

112,666
(5.57)

56,647
(5.78)

.7333,193
,(8.20)

462,679
(7.87)

137,084 22,426 85;026 64,754
(1A3) (48) (.44) (.23)

.178,441 -99,039 267,3q7 470,291
(.89) ( 1 An) r661- (.80)

cy

Average-
Tuition and -

Fees

-57,276,06 -19,373,489 -19,297,488 -58,321,083

.60 .38 .59' .56

. 22.17 8.$7 21.12 18.61

94 .94 94 94

4
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e_Thelcsefficients. are statistically significant at, the .05 le
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-.06
(.55)

.009
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(2.67)
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12.50)

1;563
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69.10
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OTHER)FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS .1..,

In addition to the direct salary and fringe benefits cost of collective bar-
gaining, there exist what BuckleW calls,-the "process' costs (1976, p. 1), that is,
the costs of preparing for the eventuality of bargaining, the costs related to the

'organizational campaign, and the cogs, related to the bargaining process itself
(pp. 3-16).. Bucklew's estimates are that process' costs ronge from $5,000 to)
$7,500 for the first of these three phaies, from $36,000 to $63,000 for the
second phase, and from $100,000 to $165,000 for the third phase, for a total of
from $141,000 to $255,500.

In examining these costs, it is helpful to consider five'categories of institu-
tional expenses: direct personnel costs, indirect personnel costs; logistical costs,

0° faculty support costs, and the indirect costs of shared authority. Direct personnel
costs include the salaries of the full-time administrators who are responsible for-
collective bargaining and Partof the salaries of other administrators and staff who
are assigned specific collective bargaining tasks in 4ddition tootheir regular thities:/
The number of these persons may be quite large;,for example, in CUNY, six full-
time and, several part-time professional staff plus clerical assistants are occupied
with collective bargaining .(Newton 1973, .p. 134). In 'smaller institutions. the
numbers and 'resources represented will be less, but even in the smallest
administrative time' will be consumed by activities during the Organizing cam-
paign; by preparation for negotiations; by the negotiations themselves; by con,'
tract administration; and sooner or later by mediation, fact finding, and arbitra-
tion. Normally, in addition to Specialized full-time personnel, the college budget
officer, business manager,,comptroller, and college attorney will be involved. if
there is college attorney, special counsel will have to, be retained.- In some
cases, it will also be desirable to employ special contract negdtiators and outside
consultants prior to negotiations.

Indirect personnel costs are thOse that are incidental to bargaining. Spe-
cifibally, there will be a necessity to train the administrators who will be aisigned
the bargaining responsibility, as well as the- computer staff and the institution's
negotiators. Further, considerable -released time. must be p'roVided fdr faculty
negotiators, as much es twelve to fifteen full-time 'equiva-tents in the cage of
CUNY (Newton 1973; p. '134). Finally, the contract may .mandate costly acti-
vities such as 'faculty evaluation and conference follMups, which can consume
enormous amounts of administrative time.

The logistical costs entailed in faculty bargainkig can easily be overlooked,
but they are real expenditures resulting-from the bargaining process, One of the

'first requirements of bargaining will be the generation of data bases. These include
the upgrading and automation of personnel files and the collection of comparative ,

data from other, institutions. A data system must be built that Oft allow ready
'cost analysis of Onion and management proposals. I Wall of .this, data analysis will
be expensive. There are, in addition, al4ays the considerable cost's of printing and
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suppliesiv.and, finally, there are such miscellaneous costs'as the rental of nego-
tiatingbating space, as the union will almost certainly insist on a neutral site. ' .

,

,. . , .- .

Costs ip sitheiatter two categories are, in a sense, "optional".coSts' that

result, only when they are Specified in the bargalniii agreement; nevertheless, they

are real 'costs that must be taken into account. Thes costs are not fringe benefits,
but are additional costs accruing to the institution rom the terms of the agree:

enent. (In conducting. cost analysis, the analyst must identify Only those costs

that did not exist priof to bargaining and which Would not have been incurred
ut

without bargaining.). .

Many bargaining' contracts specify faculty perquisites or support. Some

of the more .porrimon of .these are office space, clerical supOori, professional
librarieeteaching materials and equipment, and time off to conduct rehrch. In
a .fetv agreements, research equipment and facilities and even "modern teaching
facilities" are stipulated_in the contract.

The. Iifth cattgory is labeled as the indirecosts of shared authority.
Institutions sometimes agree to faculty participation in certain personnel

The more common of these concern tenure' and other sentorityorights:

Occasionally, agreements are reached that protect, faculty against-the use of
,Technology, and it is not unusual to find provisions for faculty participation in
hiring. Although the long-term costs of such contract provisions may be sizable, .

it bears repeating That many such agreementi already exist informally.
te.

G
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SUMMARY

VII

D CONCLUDING REMARKS

O

This paper has examined the impact of collective bargaining at higher'
education institutions not only on faculty compensation, but also on other
financial aspects of the institutions, such as contract revenues and student tuitions: .

and fees. Multiple regression models were used to analyze the net impact of
collective bargaining, and, based primarily on a sample of over 100 union and
nonunion four-year institutions, a number of important and useful findings have

, emerged.

It has been found that, holding other factors constant, average faculty
compensation in:unionized institution's during 19741975 was about $1,291 more
than in nonunionized institutions Further, it waskund that this compensation
advantage increased steadily to 19741975at whicirtime a reversal was noted; and,
in 1975-1976 the $1,291. advantage shrunk to $800.. 4

Disaggregation of results revealed additional findings. It was shown that
affiliation"with the NEA -AFT was associated with higher faculty compensation
than affiliation with the AAUP. The regression results- suggested that the higher
the) ranks 'ofcfaculty, the larger their financial gains as compared to nonunion
institutions. There 'was little evidence to suggest tradeoffs in Salary for fringe
benefit increases..

Beyond the .financial implications 'for faculty, unionization does not .

,appear to have changed the incentives of faculty to seek contract research Money
from the government. On the other hand,:unionization appears to have a signifi-

tg ,cant inflationary impact on stmlent tuition and fee;

It is possible to speak,witli someconfidence regarding these conclusions.
The findings reported bin largely are consistent with collective bargaining re-
search in industry in the public schools. Further,.the.finidings are consistent
.or reconcilable th comparable research in higher education.

There is also some confidence on the part of the atithors,that a regression
model has beer', built that apprOximates quite closely the'lactual interplay of
variables upon faculty compensation. This statement is made with specific cogni-
zance Of the most recent (1977-) reviews and reservations of Birnbaum and Bfown

. .

and Stone. .

... .,. , . . ,

On the other hand, the answers to several other questions remain incom-
plete. The "process" costs of collective bargaining in higher .educatiO0 are not
realty known. The implications of bargaining for institutional resource allocation
are barely touched. And the total effects of bargaining, upon faculty compenia-
tion tevels can only be approximated. .

1. . . .. 4

-It is still.not,knoWn how high compensation levels'would be if the threat
,. r. .of bargaining did not exist. From our own consulting experiences, we know that'

27
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salaries are raisedoin attempts.to avoid a pro-union vote by faculty. We can only
guess at the dollar value)f these additional benefits. Perhaps even more important
are the "industry-wide Ipillover effects evenwhen unkinization is no real threat,
as institutional managers seek to remain competitive with oth6r institutionsjOr
good faculty talent and simply to treattheir faculty employees in a generally fair
and equitable manner. We suppose that any union advocate would point up at
least thesepfaofs, while any ahti-union spokesman would emphaiize the 1975-
1976 declirie in the union .compensation advantage and argue th4t nearly the same
coMpensatioh .iticreases may be hair* witthout the, (perceived) negative side-
effects of unionism.
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